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Signals ofR-parity violating supersymmetry in neutrino scattering at muon storage rings
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Neutrino oscillation signals at muon storage rings can be faked by supersymmetric~SUSY! interactions in
an R-parity violating scenario. We investigate thet-appearance signals for both long-baseline and near-site
experiments, and conclude that the latter is of great use in distinguishing between oscillation and SUSY effects.
On the other hand, for a wide and phenomenologically consistent choice of parameters, SUSY can cause a
manifold increase in the event rate for wrong-sign muons at a long-baseline setting, thereby providing us with
signatures of new physics.
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The increasingly strong empirical indications of neutri
oscillations from the observed solar and atmospheric n
trino deficits@1# have emphasized the need for their indep
dent confirmation in accelerator and reactor experime
One of the actively discussed possibilities in this connect
is a muon storage ring@2,3# which can act as an intens
source of collimated neutrinos impinging upon a fixed targ
A m2 (m1) beam can thus produce bothnm( n̄m) and
n̄e(ne), thereby providing an opportunity to test bo
ne-nm andnm-nt oscillations which are the favored solution
for the two anomalies mentioned above.

In the simplest extensions of the standard model, non
generate masses for the different neutrino species~and con-
sequent mixing among them! can account for the oscillation
phenomena. Considering, for example, the atmosphericnm
deficit, the SuperKamiokande~SK! results@1# strongly sug-
gest nm-nt oscillation with Dm2.1023– 1022 eV2 and
sin2 2u .1. Such oscillation was earlier indicated by th
Irving-Michigan-Brookhaven and Kamiokande Collabor
tions, and has been also supported more recently by
SOUDAN-II @4# and MACRO @5# experiments. At a muon
storage ring, one therefore expects a certain fraction of
nm’s to oscillate intont , depending on the energy and th
baseline length. Interaction of thesent’s with the target ma-
terial will producet-leptons, the detection of which may, i
the simplest case, be interpreted as additional proof of os
lation @6#. Similarly, the detection of ‘‘wrong sign muons’
may be a vindication of then̄e- n̄m oscillation hypothesis,
thereby providing one with a probe of the parameter spa
corresponding to the vacuum and matter-enhanced osc
tion solutions to the solar neutrino puzzle.

However, the predicted rates oft-appearance or wrong
sign muons in a given experimental setting can be sign
cantly affected by non-standard interactions. In other wo
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it is possible for non-oscillation physics to intervene and fa
oscillation phenomena. Lepton flavor violation effec
in general can mimic the neutrino oscillation signal. Su
issues have been already discussed in some detail
model-independent way in Refs.@7#. For example, it is pos-
sible for unoscillatednm’s to scatter intot’s in an R-parity
violating supersymmetric~SUSY! framework @with R
5(21)(3B1L12S)#, by virtue of lepton-number violating tri-
linear couplings@8#. Also, such couplings can producen̄m’s
from m2-decay and thus give rise tom1’s in the detector
even in the absence of oscillation@9#. It is important to know
the effects of such interactions for two reasons:~i! to look for
enhancement int and wrong-sign muon event rates and th
to uncover SUSY effects, and~ii ! to see to what extent the
signals supposedly coming from oscillation are faked
such new physics. In this paper, we show that one can
swer both questions by combining long-baseline experime
with those in which one places the neutrino detectors a
short distance from the storage ring, where the oscillat
probability gets suppressed by the baseline length.

In addition, other non-standard options such as left-ri
symmetric models and theories with extra gauge bosons
can lead to some of the observable consequences discu
here. However, the rather stringent lower bounds~of the or-
der of 500 GeV and above! on the masses of these boso
suppress the contributions. On the other hand, the very
laxation of lepton number conservation in a SUSY scena
introduces several additional couplings in the theory, not
of which can be excluded with a great degree of seve
from currently available experimental results. It is some
these new interaction terms, coupled with the possibility
having sfermions in the mass range of 100–300 GeV, t
are responsible for the remarkable enhancement of tau
wrong-sign muon event rates at a neutrino factory. Simila
lepton number violating couplings also occur in the theor
with leptoquarks. InR-parity violating SUSY~with l8-type
couplings!, squarks behave in much the same way as sc
leptoquarks. Therefore, the results of our analysis ont ap-
pearance are equally applicable to the interactions involv
scalar leptoquarks with charge61/3.
©2001 The American Physical Society11-1
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FIG. 1. Feynman diagrams fo
processes producing~a! a t or ~b!
a wrong sign muon inR-parity
violating SUSY.
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While a long-baseline experiment is of advantage fr
the viewpoint of oscillation, a detector placed at a near
has also been considered in recent studies@10,3#. Its merit
lies in having a large event rate even when its dimensions
small. In Ref.@3#, for example,t detection has been invest
gated in the context of a detector consisting of an array
tungsten sheets with silicon tracking. Such a detector will
helpful in isolating newt-producing interactions which ca
be potential contaminants of the oscillation signature.

Let us first considert-appearance through oscillation. F
a muon-neutrino with energyEn ~in GeV! traversing a dis-
tance L ~in km!, the probability of oscillation into a tau
neutrino is given by

Pnm,e→nt
5sin2 2u sin2F1.27Dm2

L

En
G , ~1!

whereDm2 is the mass-squared difference between the c
responding physical states in eV2, and u, the mixing angle
between flavors. For a baseline length of, say, 700 km, a
muon beam of energy 50 GeV, this probability correspo
ing to the solution space for the atmospheric SK data lie
the range 1023– 1022, and is smaller for shorter baselines.
order to obtain thet-event rate one has to fold the charg
current cross section with this probability as well as thenm
energy distribution, and finally use the effective luminos
appropriate for the cone subtended by the detector, wh
depends on the area and baseline length.

The presence of scalars carrying lepton~L! or baryon~B!
number in a SUSY scenario makes it possible to have on
the above quantum numbers broken while the other is c
served. One can thus avoid undesirable consequences
fast proton decay, and can still be consistent with all ot
symmetries whenR-parity is violated. In such a scenari
with broken lepton number, the corresponding part of
superpotential is given@suppressing color andSU(2) indi-
ces# by @9#

WL”5e i L̂ i Ĥ21l i jk L̂ i L̂ j Êk
c1l i jk8 L̂ i Q̂j D̂k

c , ~2!

wherei, j andk are generation indices,L̂ andQ̂ represent the
SU~2! doublet lepton and quark superfields, andÊ, Û andD̂
denote the right-handed charged lepton, up-type quark
down-type quark superfields, respectively. In terms of
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component fields~with the sfermion fields characterized b
the tilde sign!, the trilinear terms above lead to interactio
of the form

L5l i jk8 @ d̃L
j d̄R

k nL
i 1~ d̃R

k !* ~ n̄L
i !cdL

j 1 ñL
i d̄R

k dL
j 2ẽL

i d̄R
k uL

j

2ũL
i d̄R

k eL
i 2~ d̃R

k !* ~ ẽL
i !cuL

j #1H.c.1l i jk@ ẽL
j ēR

k nL
i

1~ ẽR
k !* ~ n̄L

i !ceL
j 1 ñL

i ēR
k eL

j 2~ i↔ j !#1H.c. ~3!

It should be noted that these interaction terms violate b
lepton flavor and lepton number. By suitable combinations
two such terms, it is possible to achieve contributions
processes which conserve lepton number but involve tra
tion between different generations. The implications of su
interactions have been investigated earlier in the context
solar@11# and ultrahigh energy neutrinos@12#. At a neutrino
factory, they can affect thet or wrong signm event rates in
the following ways:

~1! l8-type interactions give rise to at starting from anm
which is produced via standard muon decay.

~2! l-type interactions produce an̄m from muon decay,
which subsequently has standard charged-current interac
with the target, leading to a wrong-sign muon.

~3! A nt can be produced as a result ofl-type interactions
in muon decay, which produces at through standard inter
action.

~4! The n̄e from m2 decay may scatter into am1 via
l8-type interactions with the target.

Here we present results for cases~1! and ~2! above. The
Feynman diagrams for these two cases are shown in Fig
where we have chosen thosel8- and l-interactions which
makeb̃ and t̃ the mediators in the corresponding diagram
Predictions for cases~3! and ~4! are qualitatively similar to
those for~1! and ~2!, respectively.

The standard model charged-current cross-section
ntN→t2X can be found, for example, in Refs.@3,6#. In
R-parity violating SUSY, anm can give rise to the same fina
state through the couplingsl2138 andl3138 when the tree-level
process is mediated by a b-squark. From consideration
phase-space availability as well as parton densities i
nucleon, the most favorablet-producing processes at th
quark level arenmd→t2u and nmū→t2d̄. On performing
Fierz transformations on the SUSY amplitudes for these p
cesses, one obtains
1-2
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MSUSY~nmd→t2u!5
l2138 l3138

2~ ŝ2m
b̃R

2
!

@ ūtgmPLunm
#

3@ ūugmPLud#,
~4!

MSUSY~nmū→t2d̄!5
l2138 l3138

2~ t̂2m
b̃R

2
!

@ ūtgmPLunm
#

3@ v̄ugmPLvd#,

where mb̄ is the b-squark mass. Left-right mixing in th
squark sector has been neglected here. No consequen
the phases of thel8-type couplings has been considered.
should be noted that the (nm↔nt) oscillation amplitude
~arising from neutrino mass splitting! is purely imaginary in
a two level analysis@13#. Hence, there is no interferenc
between the oscillation andR-parity violating amplitudes as
long as the product of twol8 couplings is real. We have
worked under such an assumption here.

There are phenomenological bounds on theL-violating
couplings@14#; however, most of these bounds are deriv
on the assumption that only a single coupling at a time
non-zero~we call them the ‘‘stand-alone’’ bounds!. Thus,
although there are individual limits onl2138 and l3138 , ob-
tained from the universality of charged-current decays ofp2

and t @14#, such limits are not necessarily applicable in t
most general case. At any rate, no conclusive limit has b
obtained for the product (l2138 l3138 ). Hence this product can
be treated as afree parameter when it comes to looking f
experimental signals. We have also checked that the valu
of theeffective lepton flavor-violating couplingused here do
not contradict any limits on such couplings available in t
literature.

In Fig. 2 we show the event rates for tau production
long-baseline experiments, as functions of the base
length, for a 50 GeV muon beam. When calculating the to
t appearance rate, we add theR-parity violating contribution
with the standard model contribution~from ntN→t2X) af-
ter folding the latter with oscillation probability. The resul
presented here correspond to a sample detector of mas
kT, with a circular cross section of 100 m2. Such a specifi-
cation is similar to that of the ICANOE experiment@15#. A
muon source producing 1020 muons per year has been a
sumed. The expected event rates for both standard cha
current and SUSY contributions added to them are display
We have used CTEQ4LQ@16# parton distributions to calcu
late the event rates. The standard model contribution to
t-production rates has been calculated assuming an os
tion probability corresponding toDm23

2 .5.031023 eV2

and sin2 u2351, which is within solution space for the atmo
sphericnm deficit. An averaget-detection efficiency of 30%
@3,15# has been used here. Different values of the product
the R-violating couplings have been used, with a botto
squark mass of 300 GeV, which is consistent with curr
experimental limits. The lower one of these corresponds
the product of the stand-alone bounds of the individual c
plings; we also display the results with a value ofc8 which is
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10 times greater, and is close to the product of the pertu
tive limits of the individual couplings. As can be seen fro
the figure, for baselines of length>200 km,R-parity violat-
ing effects make a serious difference only when the c
plings are close to their perturbative limits, while for short
baselines~.100 km!, they can be competitive even wit
values on the order of the stand-alone bounds.

However, new physics effects are quite clearly separa
when one comes to a near-site detector setting. Here
standard model contribution is suppressed due to the pau
of t’s produced in oscillation. In Fig. 3 we show some plo
of t-event rates with a 1 kT, 2500 cm2 detector placed at a
distance of 40 m from the storage ring@3#. The two sets of
values for the product of thel8-type couplings already use
in the previous figure are also used here; in addition,
show the predictions for two considerably smaller values
this product. One notices a substantial enhancement in
number oft-events~calculated again with an assumed ave
age detection efficiency of 30%! to a level considerably
higher than what the standard model predicts. This is
case even when the relevant coupling strengths are m
smaller than the limits given in Ref.@17#. Combining Figs. 2
and 3, the conclusion, therefore, is thateven when the cou
plings are well within the bounds for the stand-alone situ
tion, near-site effects arising from them lead to overwhel
ingly large t-production, while for long-baseline
experiments, contamination of the oscillation signals throu
R-violating interactions is appreciable when one goes bey
the limits derived on the assumption that only one coupl
is non-vanishing at a time.

FIG. 2. Thet-event rate as a function of the baseline length~L!
for Em550 GeV. The solid line corresponds to the contributi
from nm-nt oscillation, using SK parameters~see text!. The two
dashed lines refer to cases where the SUSY contributions are
cluded, taking different values ofc8([l2138 l3138 ).
1-3
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Similarly, a nt can also be produced in the decay of t
m2 via diagrams of the kind shown in Fig. 1. It can cons
quently produce at at the detector even without oscillation
In such a case, the event rates are suppressed by the br
ing ratio of theR-parity violating decay, to an extent depen
ing on the product of the correspondingl-couplings. The
predictions are similar to the ones discussed above.

Next, we consider wrong-sign muons produced due
R-parity violating effects inmuon decays. The Mikhyev-
Smirnov-Wolfenstein~MSW! solution to the solar neutrino
problem with matter-enhancedne-nm oscillation requires a
mass-splitting of.1025 eV2 between the mass eigenstat
@18#. It has been found earlier@6# that with a muon beam
energy of up to 50 GeV, and with standard charged curr
interactions, one can hardly expect to see any events g
this kind of mass-splitting, for any realistic baseline leng
The situation is even worse for the vacuum oscillation so
tion which requiresDm2.10210eV2. Thus a sizable even
rate for wrong-sign muons at a long-baseline experim
should be interpreted as a signal of some new effect, un
ne-nm oscillation is not the solution to the solar neutrin
puzzle. In the latter situation, however, the predicted wro
sign muon rates allow one to probe the solution space to
example, the LSND results@19#. In such a case, it become
even more important to understand the potential contri
tions coming from new physics effects such asR-parity vio-
lating SUSY. In the discussion below, we have tried to de
onstrate our main point by confining ourselves to so
neutrino solution space, and showing the visibility of t
events through SUSY interactions.

FIG. 3. Thet-event rate as function of the muon beam ene
for a near-site detector. The solid line shows the oscillation con
bution, while the SUSY contributions are included to the dash
lines, using different values ofc8([l2138 l3138 ).
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Equation ~3! tells us that thenm produced inm-decays
cannot give rise to am1 throughR-parity-violating interac-
tions unless there is substantial left-right mixing in the~D-
type! squark sector. On the other hand, diagrams of the k
shown in Fig. 1~b! can lead to decays likem2→neen̄m . This
decay is governed, for example, by the productl231l132
when the process is mediated by a stau. The decay am
tude, as obtained from Fig. 1, is

MSUSY~m→neen̄m!5
l132l231

~s12mt̃L

2 !
@ ūne

PRum#@ ūePLunm
#,

~5!

wheres15(pm2pne
)2.

In Figs. 4 and 5 we show the event rates for a typi
ICANOE-type detector as functions of the muon beam
ergy, using different values of the above product. Predicti
are made for two different baseline lengths, one correspo
ing to the K2K proposal~Fig. 4! and the other, to the
Fermilab-SOUDAN or CERN-Gran Sasso long baseline
periment. Again, the value 0.004 corresponds to the prod
of the stand-alone bounds. In addition, two other values,
close to the perturbative limit and the other one considera
smaller, have been used. It may be noted that the only l
on the relevant productc, attempted from the absence o
muonium-antimuonium conversion@20#, is about 6.3
31023. Two of the three values ofc taken here are consis
tent with these limits. Substantial event rates are produ
even with such values. In addition, a general limit on t

y
i-
d

FIG. 4. The event rates for wrong-sign muons as functions
muon energy, for a baseline length of 250 km and a 10 kT dete
of area 100 m2. Different values ofc ([l231l132) have been used
with mt̄5100 GeV.
1-4
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parameter,gRR
s 1 denoting the scalar coupling of a muon lea

ing to its decay into a right-handed electron exists in
literature. Such a limit translates toc,0.022, with which a
large part of the parameter space covered in the figure
consistent.

Even with conservative choices of the interacti
strengths, a clear prediction of ten to several hundred ev
can be observed forEm.50 GeV, in theR-parity violating
case, while no events are expected so long as the masse
mixing in the nm2ne sector offer a solution to the sola
deficit. Clearly, a shorter baseline such as the one show

1The most general scalar interaction leading to the decay
a muon to a right-handed electron can be written asL5(4GF /
&)@gRR

S ^ēRuGSu(ne)L&^( n̄m)LuGSumR&#. The current experimenta
limit on gRR

S constrains it to be less than 0.066@21#.

FIG. 5. The event rates for wrong-sign muons as functions
muon energy, for a baseline length of 732 km and a 10 kT dete
of area 100 m2. Different values ofc ([l231l132) have been used
with mt̄5100 GeV.
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Fig. 4 is of greater advantage. Furthermore, a near-site
tector should be able to detect a huge abundance of ev
although backgrounds caused by muons produced upstr
of the detector pose additional problems there. Taking eve
thing into account, we conclude that that a far-site detec
with modest baseline-length like the one studied in Fig. 4
probably the optimal answer to questions on possible con
butions to wrong-sign muon signals. This statement, ho
ever, ceases to be valid if the mass-squared splitting co
sponding tone-nm oscillation belongs, for example, to th
solution space for the Liquid Scintillation Neutrino Detect
~LSND! results. A confirmation~or otherwise! of the LSND
claim is expected to come from the MiniBooNE experime
In case of a reaffirmation of such kind ofne-nm oscillation,
for which substantial wrong-sign muon rates are predicted
long-baseline experiments, one has to worry about poss
faking by SUSY processes discussed here. Under such
cumstances, one has to combine the observed data with t
obtained from a near-site detector to separate the two ty
of effects.

In conclusion, we have investigated the effects of t
R-parity violating trilinear couplings on the suggested sign
of neutrino oscillations at a muon storage ring. We find th
while the new couplings have to be on the higher side
show a detectable enhancement in thet-appearance rate with
long baselines, even tinyR-violating couplings can lead to
very large number oft’s at a near-site detector, much i
excess of what is expected via oscillation. Near-site exp
ments can thus be recommended for isolating new phy
effects that fake signals of neutrino oscillation. On the oth
hand, a class ofR-violating interactions, with strengths we
within their current experimental limits, can be responsib
for an enhanced rate of wrong sign muons at a long-base
experiment. Since the solution space for the solar neut
puzzle does not permit such event rates, such muons, if
served at a neutrino factory, can therefore be greeted as
bingers of some new physics, of whichR-parity violating
SUSY is a favored example.
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work. P.M. acknowledges financial support from the Coun
for Scientific and Industrial Research, India, and the hos
tality of Harish-Chandra Research Institute where this w
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